Aspenwood is a large format wood plank with a contemporary look with high variations in print. The 9"x48" plank is non rectified with soft pillow edges to help the installation of this large tile to go smoothly. It’s high definition ink jet and subtle texture gives it a very unique look when installed. Offered in four natural wood looking colors, this wider, longer wood tile will look excellent in every application.

Technical Information
Primary Colors: Amber, Artic, Ash, Café
Material Type: Glazed Porcelain, Non-Rectified
Finish: Matte finish with texture

Features At A Glance
• 9x48 non rectified ink jet wood plank
• Great looking graphic with contemporary looks
• Excellent price point for a large wood plank from Spain

Installation
1/8" Grout Size is recommended on all tile installation. When installing rectangular tiles a less than 33% staggered brick lay is strongly recommended.

Large format tiles: It is mandatory that the mortar coverage on the floor surface and tile be greater than 95% coverage to be fully supported. Voids due to insufficient coverage will result in cracking and tile displacement.

Disclaimer:
Variation in shade is an inherent attribute of porcelain tile.
To ensure customer satisfaction: Make sure to look over all tiles before installing. Please select tile from same lot: same size, and numerical shade. Intersperse tiles throughout your job from different boxes. Rotate the tiles so there won’t be repetitive patterns.
*No claims accepted after tile installation.